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TRIBUTE TO A CONSUMMATE PROFESSIONAL
PAuL A. LEBEL"
On the day that he died, Randy Lee was in his 356 h month as a faculty
member of the University of North Dakota School of Law, and I was in my
101h month as Dean. The simple math reveals that everyone who has passed
through this law school knew Randy better than I did, but I am confident
that no one appreciated him more than I do.
During his thirty years of service on the faculty of the University of
North Dakota School of Law, Randy held a number of different official
positions within the law school and the University. At various times, he has
served as interim dean of the law school, chaired many important
committees, held a named professorship established by the North Dakota
Bar Foundation, and played a leadership role within the University Senate.
In each of those capacities, Randy gave generously of his time, his wisdom,
his energy, and his enthusiasm for this institution. As valuable as his
official service has been to the law school, Randy's greatest contributions
may be found in the unofficial roles he filled within the school, as our
institutional memory, our model of good citizenship, and our voice of
reason in deliberations and debates.
Many of the tributes and reminiscences that have poured out in the
days since he was first hospitalized have emphasized Randy's passionate
commitment to the well-being of our profession. What made Randy's
commitment so special was his understanding that our profession is not
some collective entity. Instead, for Randy, it was hundreds of unique
individuals, each of them with opportunities, responsibilities, and strengths
that Randy appreciated. All of us who had the good fortune to encounter
Randy knew that we had acquired a valued counselor for life. His
knowledge of the bench and the bar of this state was enormous, and his
generosity in sharing that knowledge to help in the transition of a newcomer
to this state was enormously comforting.
This product of Baltimore, Maryland, by way of Lexington, Virginia,
was a very effective salesperson for the attraction of living in Grand Forks.
Within an hour of my first visit ever to North Dakota, Randy introduced me
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to one of this community's central rituals, dinner at Whitey's. During the
course of that dinner, I was the beneficiary of a discourse on the relative
merits of the original walleye recipe versus the herb-crusted Parmesan
coating. For Randy, life was an essay exam, not a short-answer quiz.
After then-Provost John Ettling offered me the deanship, I asked for an
opportunity for my wife and I to visit Grand Forks before making a
decision. The professional attraction of the job was readily apparent, but
since my wife had never been north of Section 212 of the Metrodome, we
needed to visit to form an impression of what it would be like to live in
Grand Forks. Because of some scheduling constraints, Lucinda and I had
only a brief time for that visit, and Randy knew instinctively what would
matter to us in how that time was spent. He appreciated that dinners with
university officials are fungible across the universe of higher education, but
there's only one Oslo, Minnesota, fish fry, and that's where Randy and
Paula took us on our final evening of that visit. When people in Tallahassee
asked us about Grand Forks, it is not surprising that the Oslo fish fry played
a larger part in our description of the community than anything else.
One of the consistent themes that runs through the tributes to Randy
has been his generosity of time and spirit, as a careful listener and a wise
counselor. An aspect of that role of counselor that was particularly valuable
to me was Randy's unerring sense of the absurd. As he heard about or
recounted the latest illustration of the susceptibility of higher education to
jump on the trendy bandwagon of the moment, be it strategic planning or
outcome assessment or whatever distraction from accomplishing what
really matters, Randy's face would transform into a kaleidoscope of
expressions, from mock horror to resigned acceptance, but invariably
ending in great glee at another example of the recurring cycle of folly.
Randy understood well what really matters, which is our students and
the public they will serve. His teaching and his advising revolved around a
central concern that the public be served by our graduates with integrity,
with dignity, and with self-awareness.
He was uncompromising in his insistence that we spend our limited
resources of time and energy on what really matters. In a world that too
often appears to be unaware of the difference between accomplishing
something of substance and just going through the motions, Randy was a
wonderful reality check. I'll miss that, and I'll miss him.
In times of loss, it can be helpful to turn to the words of those among
us who have been blessed with the gift of poetry. A passage from a poem
by Wendell Berry, a writer from Randy's birth state of Kentucky, has
resonated with me during the days following his death:
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He goes free of the earth.
The sun of his last day sets
clear in the sweetness of his liberty.
The earth recovers from his dying,
the hallow of his life remaining
in all his death leaves.
Radiances know him. Grown lighter
than breath, he is set free
in our remembering. Grown brighter
than vision, he goes dark
into the life of the hill
that holds his peace.
He's hidden among all that is,
and cannot be lost.I
For all of us who were touched by Randy-and it was impossible to
know Randy and not be touched by him-he will be missed, but he cannot
be lost. The grace of his presence will never be lost.
1. WENDELL BERRY, Three Elegiac Poems, in COLLECTED POEMS 1957-1982 49, 51
(1985).
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